Under one Sky

SONGS OF DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, ACCEPTANCE & BELONGING
THE FINAL CHAPTER

TOGETHER NOW (WITH VIRTUAL CHOIR) BY QUENTIN ANGUS

(I) ONE VOICE
ONE VOICE (OPENING THEME SONG FOR THE WORLD CHOIR GAMES 2018) BY JOHN RUTTER

(II) ONE PEOPLE
TUMEKUJA KUIMBA (WE HAVE COME TO SING!) BY LYNN ZETTLEMOYER
IT TAKES A VILLAGE BY JOAN SZYMKO
THE POWER OF ONE BY BETH JACOBY AND LARRY KING

(III) ONE COMMUNITY
CHANGES BY AUDREY SYNDER
PLEASE STAY BY JAKE RUNESTED
MEET ME HERE FROM CONSIDERING MATTHEW SHEPARD BY CRAIG HELLA JOHNSON

(IV) ONE SKY
LUX- THE DAWN FROM ON HIGH BY DAN FORREST
MOVEMENT I- ILLUMINARE
MOVEMENT II- LUX IN TENEBRIS
MOVEMENT III- THE SUN NEVER SAYS
MOVEMENT IV- GLORIA IN EXCELSIS
MOVEMENT V- CREATOR OF THE STARS OF NIGHT

(V) ONE HOME
WATER IN LOVE BY GEORGE LAM
MAKE OUR GARDEN GROW FROM CANDIDE BY LEONARD BERNSTEIN
LET ALL THE WORLD IN EVERY CORNER SING FROM FIVE MYSTICAL SONGS BY RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
ARR. BY CRAIG COURTNEY

WE ARE EVERYWHERE (WITH VIRTUAL CHOIR) BY CAN OLGUN
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